DECT means acquiring the same object at two different energies, respectively two different tube voltages U 1 and U 2 . The raw data q 1 and q 2 undergo a decomposition process of type p = p͑q 1 , q 2 ͒. The raw data p are reconstructed to obtain monochromatic images of the attenuation , of the object density , or of a specific material distribution. Recent advances in DECT focus on noise reduction techniques ͓S. Richard and J. H. Siewerdsen, Med. Phys. 35͑2͒, 586-600 ͑2008͔͒ and enable high performance DECT such as lung nodule detection ͓Shkumat et al., Med. Phys. 35͑2͒, 629-632 ͑2008͔͒. Given p and a raw data-based projection-wise patient dose estimation D͑␣͒ the authors determine the optimal tube current curves I 1 ͑␣͒ and I 2 ͑␣͒, with ␣ being the view angle, which minimizes image noise for a given patient dose level. DEEC can perform online; I 1 ͑␣͒ and I 2 ͑␣͒ can be determined during the scan. Simulation studies using semianthropomorphic phantom data were carried out. In particular, functions p that generate -images and density images were evaluated. Image quality was compared to standard scans at U 0 = 120 kV ͑clinical CT͒ and U 0 =45 kV ͑micro-CT͒ that were taken at the same dose level ͑D 0 = D 1 + D 2 ͒ and identical spatial resolution. Appropriate choice of p͑q 1 , q 2 ͒ allows to obtain -images that show fewer artifacts and yield image noise levels comparable to the noise of the standard scan. The authors compared the standard scan to -images at 70 keV, which is the effective energy used in clinical CT, and found optimal results with -images at 25 keV for micro-CT. Nonoptimal choice of the decomposition function will, however, significantly increase image noise. In particular -images at 511 keV, as needed for PET/CT attenuation correction, exhibit more than twice as much image noise as the standard scan. With DEEC, which guarantees best dose usage possible, monochromatic images are generated with only slightly increased noise levels at the same dose compared to a standard scan. The benefit of significantly decreased artifacts appears to allow using DEEC-generated monochromatic images in daily routine. Furthermore, DEEC is not restricted to DECT and the inherent tube current modulation algorithm may also be applied to single energy CT.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dual energy CT ͑DECT͒ is a modality where one and the same object is scanned with two different x-ray spectra. Typically, one would acquire an object with two different tube voltages U 1 and U 2 but other possibilities such as different prefiltration, postfiltration, or stacked or sandwich detectors are in use, too. Basically, DECT can be used to perform energy-and material-selective reconstruction and, as a side-effect, it can be used to remove beam hardening. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Recent advances in DECT focus on noise reduction techniques 8 and enable high performance DECT such as lung nodule detection. 9 We provide a method to determine the ratio and the modulation of the tube currents I 1 ͑␣͒ and I 2 ͑␣͒ to minimize patient dose given image noise or, alternatively, to minimize image noise given patient dose ͑Fig. 1͒. Simulation studies using semianthropomorphic phantom data were performed in order to evaluate our method. Practical issues such as electronic noise, limitations of x-ray tubes due to heating, and tube current inertia were neglected.
II. METHOD
Let j index the measurement, e.g., let j = 1 be the low energy and j = 2 the high energy scan. The raw data are denoted as q j ͑␣ , L͒ where ␣ is the view or projection parameter and L specifies the detector channel or line of integration. DECT means passing q 1 and q 2 through a decomposition function p to obtain monochromatic or material-selective raw data.
Assume we have decided on a function p = p͑q 1 , q 2 ͒, which typically is a linear combination p͑q 1 ,q 2 ͒ = ap 1 ͑q 1 ,q 2 ͒ + bp 2 ͑q 1 ,q 2 ͒ ͑ 1͒
of two material-specific raw data sets p 1 and p 2 . The coefficients a and b determine the weighting of the final monochromatic image ͑see Sec. IV A for an example͒. In our simulation study EDEC 7 has been used to perform material decomposition. Please note that DEEC is applicable to any kind of decomposition technique ͑see Refs. 10 and 11, for instance͒. With EDEC the material-selective raw data p i ͑i = 1: material 1, i = 2: material 2͒ are calculated with a simple polynomial:
The choices for K , L, and c ikl are explicitly described in Ref.
7.
Given that we use tube voltage switching or dual source CT systems we would like to know how to drive the tube currents I 1 ͑␣͒ and I 2 ͑␣͒ to minimize image noise at a given dose.
II.A. Dose estimation
Let us estimate the patient dose D͑␣͒ generated by projection ␣. Note that other methods to estimate dose projection-wise can be used as well. Since ␣ is fixed we drop the dependency on the view parameter in this subsection, for convenience.
Basically, dose can be formulated as
with the tube currents I j multiplied by some coefficients j that weight the contributions of the scans at tube voltages U 1 and U 2 .
To estimate j assume that a detector read-out q is related to a water absorption layer of thickness d via
where w j ͑L , E͒ is the detected spectrum and ͑E͒ is the linear attenuation coefficient of water. L is the detector channel index and therefore indexes the line of integration within the fan. The fact that the detected spectrum is a function of L can be used to account for shaped prefilters, heel effect and other ray-dependent effects. Given q we can find d, e.g., by numerical inversion.
We can now estimate the energy of the photons that remain within the patient:
where n j ͑L , E͒ is the primary intensity of photons of energy E in ray L normalized to the case I j = 1. We finally set j = ͵ dL E j ͑L͒, which sums the energy deposited in the patient over each ray in the fan or cone. Note that j is a function of the view angle ␣, i.e., j = j ͑␣͒. Further note that j can be determined projection-wise and online just by reading out the q͑L͒ for a given projection ␣. We did not include scatter in our simulations, since our dose estimation performs online and a scatter simulation à la Monte Carlo would require an a priori knowledge of the object.
II.B. Projection noise estimation
The variance of the monochromatic projection is given as
with ‫ץ‬ j p = ‫ץ‬p / ‫ץ‬q j and Var q j = ␥ j e q j / I j being the noise in the original measurements q j that is derived assuming a Poisson distribution. The calculation of ‫ץ‬ j p depends on the type of decomposition function used and can be done numerically. Note that with our choice for p i as described in Eq. ͑2͒ the differentiation of p with respect to q j becomes straightforward and results in a simple polynomial. The proportionality constant ␥ j is to be assessed by a calibration measurement to properly weight between the variances of the low and of the high energy scan. For example, a water phantom may be scanned at both energies and the pixel noise of the reconstructed images may be compared against noise simulations that assume ␥ j = 1. Basically, the absolute value of the ␥ j is not of interest and only the ratio ␥ 1 / ␥ 2 plays a role.
Since q j is view-and channel-dependent, q j = q j ͑␣ , L͒, but the currents I j are only view-dependent, I j = I j ͑␣͒, we must remove the channel-dependency in q j before we can proceed and determine I j ͑␣͒. The attenuation values for a given projection shall be represented by q j ͑␣͒. We chose to determine q j ͑␣͒ by weighting the contributions of mean L q j ͑␣ , L͒ and max L q j ͑␣ , L͒ of the attenuation values for a given projection. Optimal results were obtained for the weighting q j ͑␣͒ = 0.1 mean L q j ͑␣ , L͒ + 0.9 max L q j ͑␣ , L͒. We define ‫ץ‬ j p = ‫ץ‬ j p͑q 1 , q 2 ͒ for convenience.
II.C. Determination of the optimal tube current modulation
With these preparations done we can minimize image noise given patient dose: ͵ d␣ ͑Var p͑␣͒ + D͑␣͒͒.
The first term of the integrand is a measure of image noise, the second term consists of the dose, and is the Lagrange multiplier that ensures dose to be kept constant.
Deriving wrt the unknowns I j we obtain the two equations
I j 2 + j = 0 with the solution
where I j as well as j , q j , and ‫ץ‬ j p are functions of ␣.
Note that the standard dose modulation for CT, as initially proposed and evaluated in Ref. 12 , is a special case of our solution: it assumes j = 1 and ‫ץ‬ j p = 1, which means that projection dose is assumed to be proportional to the projection's tube current value and that the measured raw data values q j are reconstructed without further modification by a precorrection function. Furthermore, DEEC is not restricted to DECT. The inherent tube current modulation algorithm may also be applied to single energy CT by setting j = 1, or even to multi-energy CT by adjusting j accordingly. The optimization of contrast is up to the user. Depending on the imaging situation, for instance when performing contrast enhanced scans, the user needs to properly select the tube voltages U 1 and U 2 . Contrast also depends on the choice of the effective energy weighting. With a given selection of tube voltages and energy weighting, DEEC minimizes the noise in the final monochromatic image while keeping the dose constant or, alternatively, minimizes the dose while keeping the noise constant.
III. SIMULATIONS
To validate DEEC in the scale of clinical CT we simulated three phantoms. The first one is a generalized 32ϫ 16 cm 2 oval CTDI phantom with water equivalent background and five aluminum inserts. The other phantoms were a lung phantom consisting of fat, soft tissue, and cortical and spongious bone, and a thorax phantom consisting of soft tissue, contrast agent, and cortical and spongious bone. In the scale of micro-CT we simulated a mouse phantom ͑width= 32 mm, height= 24 mm͒. The phantom body consisted of water equivalent plastic and the two high contrast inserts were made up of different concentrations of iodine. The two small bones consisted of hydroxiapatite ͑200 mg/ mL͒ and the three large bones of hydroxiapatite ͑400 mg/ mL͒. ͑For more information on the phantoms please refer to www.imp.uni-erlangen.de/phantoms͒. A first order beam hardening correction has been applied before reconstructing the standard scans. We used semiempirical spectra for all simulations 13 and applied the same material decomposition technique ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ to all phantoms. DEEC yields material-selective images that can be combined to any kind of destination image, such as monochromatic attenuation images, density images, or electron density images. In order to compare the results of DEEC with the reference standard scan we show monochromatic images with clinically relevant weightings: The monochromatic images of the three phantoms have been reconstructed at 70 keV, which is the effective energy typical for clinical CT, 511 keV, the energy that is important for PET attenuation correction, and density images are provided, too. We calculated the optimal tube current curves that yield minimal noise while keeping the dose constant and compared the noise values of the resulting monochromatic images with those of the standard scan. The ratios of the mean values of the obtained tube current curves are discussed for all phantoms while only the tube current curves and dose curves for the CTDI phantom are plotted. We also evaluated -weightings for various energies in order to find an optimal -weighting along with the corresponding tube current ratio. Figure 2 shows simulations using our DEEC approach. The employed voltages for all phantoms were U 0 = 120 kV ͑for the standard scan͒, U 1 = 80 kV, and U 2 = 140 kV ͑for the dual energy scans͒. The monochromatic images of the three phantoms have been reconstructed at 70 and 511 keV, and density images are provided, too. Noise significantly depends on the chosen energy weighting, respectively the decomposition function: the 70 keV CTDI image has much less noise than the 511 keV and the density image. Compared to the standard scan that is taken at the same dose as the sum of the dual energy scans and that was driven by the same DEEC ͑reduced to one material͒ as the dual energy scans we find that image noise for the 70 keV weighting is nearly identical for both approaches. Table I compares the noise levels of the standard scans and the monochromatic images from Fig. 2 and emphasizes their similarity: the relative value Combine / Standard is almost equal to one for the 70 keV weighting of the CTDI and lung phantom. Figure 3 shows the tube current curves used for simulating the CTDI phantom. I 0 , I 1 , and I 2 have been chosen according to Eq. ͑4͒. We scaled I 2 to have its mean at 50 mA, which is the typical value used for a voltage of 140 kV, and the other currents were scaled accordingly. We find that the Rays that pass through all three aluminum inserts and the entire width of the phantom are subject to high attenuation. This causes drastically increasing tube currents, which are represented by high peaks in the image. The current curve for I 2 has been scaled so that its mean lies at 50 mA, which is the typical value used for a voltage of 140 kV. The other two currents have been scaled accordingly ͑Table II͒. mean of I 1 is higher than the mean of I 2 by a factor of 1.88 to 1.94 for the CTDI phantom, 2.33 for the lung phantom, and 2.34 for the thorax phantom ͑Table II͒. A study that investigated material decomposition with a clinical dual source CT scanner ͑Fig. 1͒ and with the same voltage combination used a factor of 3, but without tube current modulation.
IV. RESULTS

IV.A. Clinical CT
14 As the attenuation level increases the currents increase exponentially, i.e., ϰe 0.5q j , as required by Eq. ͑4͒. The curves exhibit significant peaks at 90°, which is due to the high attenuation of rays that pass through three aluminum inserts plus the entire width of the phantom. Figure 4 shows the current curves for the CTDI phantom with one central aluminum insert only. The peaks have vanished since the reduced number of inserts results in a lower attenuation. I 1 needs to lie above I 2 in order to compensate for the lower number of photons emitted at U 1 = 80 kV.
According to Eq. ͑1͒ the currents depend on the choice of the coefficients a and b and therefore on the weighting of the monochromatic image, e.g., a -weighted image with a =1 mg/ mm 3 ͑density of water͒ and b = 2.699 mg/ mm 3 ͑den-sity of aluminum͒ will produce a different current distribution than a -weighted image at 70 keV, where a = 0.019/ mm and b = 0.062/ mm.
When calculating Combine / Standard for a -weighting of 70 keV we expect a minimum, since 70 keV is the effective energy used for the standard scan. Table III examines this ratio for different energies and compares the resulting ratios of the currents' mean values. Although we do not find a pronounced minimum at 70 keV, the interval 65 to 80 keV yields the lowest noise values, which is in agreement with our expectation. The ratios of the current curves increase slightly with increasing energy. Note that each noise value is the optimal value for the corresponding energy, since the tube currents have been chosen to minimize noise while keeping the dose constant, which is equivalent to minimizing dose while keeping the noise constant. The dependence of image quality on the choice of the weighting coefficients has also been evaluated in Ref. 15 .
Regarding dose Figure 5 illustrates that the currents have been determined to meet the constraint D 0 = D 1 + D 2 with D j = ͐d␣D j ͑␣͒, meaning the dose of the standard scan is equal to the sum of the doses of the dual energy scans. Figure 6 shows the dose distributions for the CTDI phantom with only one central aluminum insert. Apparently D 0 ͑␣͒ is smaller than D 1 ͑␣͒ + D 2 ͑␣͒ for low and high ␣-values, but greater for medium ␣-values. Nevertheless, the total administered dose is the same: the areas underneath the dose curves for the standard scan and the dual energy scans are identical.
Equation ͑3͒ states that dose is obtained by multiplying I j with the energy-weighting coefficients j . Without the use of tube current modulation, i.e., setting I 1 = I 2 , a typical value for the ratio of the patient doses D 2 / D 1 delivered at 80 and 140 kV is 3 to 4. 16 With our choice of projection-wise dose estimation we obtain 2 / 1 = 3.45, which is in excellent agreement with the literature. Note that in our case 2 / 1 = D 2 / D 1 for I 1 = I 2 . With DEEC turned on, i.e., I 1 ͑␣͒ I 2 ͑␣͒, we obtain D 2 / D 1 = 1.79 for the CTDI phantom, which can be deduced from Fig. 6 . As stated above, DEEC 
The -values were taken from ROIs in the lung phantom background. The third, fourth, and fifth columns show the ratios of the mean values of the resulting current curves. The employed spectra were 80 and 140 kV. 
IV.B. Micro-CT
Regarding the comparison of noise levels we also obtained good quantitative results with the simulated mouse phantom ͑Fig. 7͒. The noise level of the monochromatic image at 25 keV ͑ = 8.1 HU͒ is very close to the noise level of the standard image ͑ = 7.1 HU͒. We found this value to be the minimum among various -weightings for the 30 and 65 kV voltage combination. The behavior of the results in Table IV are consistent with the findings in Ref. 6 and the theory in Ref. 4 , which predicts an optimal energy weighting yielding equivalent noise values for the standard and monochromatic images.
As for the other images, the noise levels depend on the type of decomposition function used, which has already been verified by the studies of the other phantoms. The optimal -weighting for the 80 and 140 kV combination is at 45 keV ͑ = 10.0 HU͒. Since the preferred voltages for micro-CT scans are 30 and 65 kV, we do not list the noise values of the neighboring -weightings for the 80 and 140 kV spectra.
The current curves of the mouse phantom in Fig. 8 are quite different from those of the CTDI phantom: the curve for I 1 does not show the same exponential behavior as the curve for I 1 for the CTDI phantom: the values for width and height of the mouse phantom are closer together than those of the CTDI phantom, thus the increase of attenuation is not as steep. In this case the modulation of the tube currents is not as important as the comparison and relation of their mean values.
The mean of I 1 is higher than the mean of I 2 by a factor of 8 ͑Table II͒, the reason being that the number of photons in the 30 kV spectrum is one order of magnitude lower compared to the 65 kV spectrum. In order to compensate for the lack of photons, the tube current corresponding to the 30 kV spectrum ͑I 1 ͒ needs to be much higher than the current for the 65 kV spectrum ͑I 2 ͒. As a result, the current curve for I 2 appears to be nearly constant compared to I 1 . The small peak FIG. 7 . Simulations of a mouse phantom also show that with DEEC monochromatic images can be achieved at the same noise and dose level as standard CT. The noise levels were taken from an ROI located in the phantom body ͑the ROI's position is shown in the first image͒. In the upper row the standard scan was taken at 50 kV and the dual energy scans were taken at 30 and 65 kV. In the lower row the standard scan was taken at 120 kV and the dual energy scans were taken at 80 and 140 kV. All images are windowed to ͑C =0 HU/ W = 200 HU͒. in the curves of the mouse phantom is caused by the high attenuation imposed by the hydroxiapatite in the two large bones.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We performed simulations in the scale of clinical CT and micro-CT with dual energy spectra of 80 and 140 kV and 30 and 65 kV. Using DEEC it is possible to produce monochromatic images with the same image noise and spatial resolution as conventional single energy CT scans, but with artifacts greatly reduced. The dose in DECT is thereby kept at the same level as the dose of the standard scan. The optimal tube current curves have been determined and we found that for clinical CT and for the given choice of spectra and phantoms the ratio of the mean values of these curves Ī 1 / Ī 2 needs to be 1.8 to 2.34 for best results. In this study we neglected the constraints possibly imposed by tube current inertia and the impact that electronic noise could have. In a practical implementation the tube currents would have to stay above a certain threshold. In a next step the following issues could be addressed: Effects of scatter should be considered and our estimation of dose could be refined. Fig. 7 . The corresponding voltages are U 0 =45 kV ͑for the standard scan͒, U 1 = 30 kV, and U 2 =65 kV ͑for the dual energy scans͒. The current curve for I 2 has been scaled so that its mean lies at 0.1 mA, which is typical for micro-CT scans. The other two currents have been scaled accordingly, resulting in a mean value of 0.7 mA for I 0 and 0.8 mA for I 1 ͑Table II͒.
